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ASK YOURSELF:

EXPLORE
RESULTS

This eBook summarizes the results of 7 marketing and 
sales effectiveness surveys conducted with thousands of 

professionals like you on the hot topics you care about. 

It’s chock-full of insights and some unexpected 

counterintuitive ideas for how you can improve your 

customer conversations.

MARKETING AND SALES EFFECTIVENESS SURVEYS

Do your customer conversations have  

the juice to win?
Do your messages break through 
the status quo to create more 

opportunities, and do they differentiate you from the 

competition to tilt the odds in your favor?

INSIGHTS

1.

2.

Does your content provoke prospects to 

raise their hands and does it enable your salespeople to 

convert those opportunities into real pipeline and deals?

Can your salespeople deliver your story with the skills 

needed to create, elevate and 
captures value across the buying process 

with all levels of decision makers? 

3.

4.



What it means to you
If your campaigns don’t give buyers a compelling reason 
to leave the status quo, you may create a lot of virtual 
consumption – meaning they like your content online, but 
they don’t do anything different as a result.

And if your sales team isn’t using the content your marketing 
team creates, you probably have as many rogue messages 
being made up and shared with your customers as you have 
salespeople.

80% of marketing and sales professionals
feel their demand generation campaigns are 

insufficient when it comes to helping them achieve 

selling success. 

Campaign confidence is questionable 
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65% of respondents said their

sales teams use less than half of the 

demand generation content their marketing 

department produces.

READ THIS TO LEARN MORE:

Turning Insights Inside Out
(INFOGRAPHIC)

http://cvi.to/1zjH6pO
http://win.corporatevisions.com/Infographic-Turning-Insights-Inside-Out.html?trk=insights-infographic-survey-ebook


60% of companies believe less than  
half of salespeople are delivering new  
product messages the way they were intended.

Alignment is everything  
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WATCH THIS TO LEARN MORE:

Conversion Gap (WEBCAST)

What it means to you
Companies with strong alignment between demand generation and 
sales training/enablement know it pays dividends. If coordination 
between these areas is a weakness in your organization, you might 
be suffering from a ‘conversion gap’ between lead hand-off and 
sales calls where many opportunities go to die. 

To avoid losing leads in the conversion gap, you need to build 
strong alignment between your self-service and sales enablement 
messaging and tools. Make sure your salespeople can follow-up 
a campaign with a powerful first conversation, confident they are 
taking the hand-off and building on the energy created by the 
demand generation message.

60% of respondents with “coordinated” or “completely 
coordinated” demand generation and sales training teams 
believe this has a positive impact on lead conversion efforts.

Just 10% of companies are ‘completely 
coordinated’ in their level of demand generation and 
sales training alignment.

Only 3% of respondents said their 
company uses a repeatable process  
when creating content, messages and tools 
across the enterprise.

https://vimeo.com/112757579
http://cvi.to/1zQxssO


What it means to you
The same survey found that 63 percent of salespeople felt most adequately 
prepared to deliver compelling solution presentations – even though only 
13 percent said the product conversation was the one they value most. In 
other words, salespeople feel most prepared for the conversation they value least 
– and least prepared for the one they think has the greatest impact.

The opportunity creation conversation is where your salespeople convert a lead 
into a qualified opportunity. They need the messages, tools and skills to build the 
buying vision that compels prospects to make a change from their status quo.  

40% – The largest percentage of respondents 

identified the “opportunity creation” conversations as  

having the highest impact on helping salespeople 
achieve quota compared to other selling conversations  

such as solution presentations and negotiations. 

Opportunity creation: The most important conversation
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50% of respondents felt they were the least 
prepared by their organizations to have the early-stage 

conversations to create new opportunities compared 

to other conversations they felt better prepared for, but 

rated less important.

WATCH THIS TO LEARN MORE:

Opportunity Creation 
(PLAYBOOK) 

http://cvi.to/1xLJsMi
http://cvi.to/1xLJsMi
http://cvi.to/1xLJsMi
http://cvi.to/1xLJsMi


READ THIS TO LEARN MORE:

Delivering Differentiated Conversations  
to Buyers Who Think They Are Mostly 
Done With the Buying Cycle (VIDEO)

Differentiate on more than just price  

89% of respondents are convinced that 
pricing pressure has gotten worse in the last 
three years and both buyers and sellers admit 
that the buyers now have all the power.
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What it means to you
If your differentiation strategy rests solely on emphasizing how your product 
features are different from those of your competitors, you can expect your 
customers to perceive you as a commodity. Feature wars lead to price wars 
because the customer really can’t tell the difference.

Go beyond your voice of the customer research to identify unconsidered  
needs that will surprise your customers and link those to your unique 
strengths. Connect those to the emerging issues of the day and your 
customer’s strategic initiatives to elevate the discussion to an executive 
decision-maker level where 80 percent of B2B decisions are now made.

68% of respondents find themselves in tough price 
negotiations because customers are not convinced their 
solutions are sufficiently differentiated from competitors.

50% of respondents said their differentiation 
strategy is to emphasize how the features and benefits 
of their products are superior to those of their competitors.

https://vimeo.com/107480440
https://vimeo.com/107480440


What it means to you
The Picture Superiority Effect is the idea that people are much  
more likely to remember concepts if they’re presented as pictures 
rather than just words. Studies have shown people remember  
only 10 percent of what they’re told just two days after hearing it.  
But if you use pictures to tell the same story, that figure jumps 
to 65 percent. 

In his research, Stanford Business School professor Zakary 
Tormala found that whiteboard-style visual stories provide a 
statistically significant advantage compared to PowerPoint 
presentations in the areas of clarity, engagement and retention. 

Only 13% – Interactive writing surfaces,  
like whiteboards, are used by salespeople 
only 13 percent of the time to support customer 
conversations.

The Picture Superiority Effect
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24% use pre-built tools – Of those who 
report using whiteboards, only 24 percent use 
pre-built tools that are approved as part of a 
strategic marketing and sales support program.

WATCH THIS TO LEARN MORE:

The Picture Superiority Effect - 
Which Picture Works Best? (VIDEO) 

Your salespeople can differentiate their conversations by 
employing rich, visual storytelling techniques, like whiteboards,  
to tell your story in a way that buyers will remember.  

https://vimeo.com/110908389
https://vimeo.com/110908389


66% said they struggle in pricing negotiations  
because they aren’t good at managing the tension in these 
situations, despite having a sales methodology in place.

READ THIS TO LEARN MORE:

Fleeing the Tension (EBOOK)

Embrace tension: Protect your margins  

89% of respondents agreed the 
amount of price pressure from 
customers and buyers has increased  
in the past three years.
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What it means to you
It’s no secret that all the power in the sales process now lives with 
the buyer. Your natural instinct is to flee this tension to keep you 
in the deal and your customer happy, but by doing so, you’re only 
training them to ask for more in exchange for nothing. 

It might be counterintuitive, but when you embrace the tension, 
you help yourself avoid the seemingly small negotiation mistakes 
that cause you to leak value throughout the buying cycle. It will 
also help you avoid unnecessary discounting at the end of your 
conversations, preserving your margins.

25% said they feel the greatest amount  
of pressure and tension in purchasing negotiations.

http://cvi.to/1gj7wdA
http://cvi.to/1gj7wdA
http://cvi.to/1gj7wdA
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Ensure a successful customer 
If our surveys tell us anything it’s that throughout the buying cycle, 
most B2B organizations are struggling to align their marketing and sales 
mechanisms to ensure a successful customer conversation system – from 
leads-to-pipeline-to-closed business. 

Companies with aligned sales and marketing efforts generate  
208 percent more revenue from their efforts.1  

Maybe have our new conversation system visual that allows them to click 
on key areas to learn more about how Corporate Visions can help.

1Source: MarketingProfs

Call us at: 1.800.360.SELL (US only)
Or visit: corporatevisions.com

http://corporatevisions.com
http://www.corporatevisions.com


Call toll free: 1.800.360.SELL (US only)

Phone: +1 415.464.4400  |  Fax: +1 775.831.9676

Email: info@corporatevisions.com
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Corporate Visions is a leading marketing and sales messaging, tools, and skills company that helps global B2B companies create more sales opportunities, 
win more deals and increase sales profitability by improving the conversations salespeople have with customers. Companies engage Corporate Visions to 
help in three key areas:

 •   Developing compelling messages to break the status quo, differentiating their solution, justifying a purchase decision and protecting margins;

 •   Deploying that message through tools and visual stories to enable salespeople to engage multiple decision makers across the buying cycle; and

 •   Delivering sales skills training that helps salespeople confidently use these messages and tools to create, elevate and capture more value in their 
customer conversations.

Corporate Visions helps clients such as ADP, Motorola, Philips, UPS, Cisco and others align marketing and sales with a repeatable approach for developing 
and delivering winning customer conversations.

ABOUT CORPORATE VISIONS

Close the gap.
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